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READY PRODUCTS FOR TRADERS


Robots, indicators, scripts, strategy testers, dashboards


Risk Disclosure


Trading involves significant risk and is not suitable for every investor. The investor could potentially lose all or even more than the original investment. Risk capital is money that you can lose without compromising your financial security or lifestyle. Only risk capital should be used for trading, and only those with sufficient risk capital should consider trading. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results.


Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain limitations, unlike real performance, simulated results do not reflect actual trading. In addition, because no transactions have taken place, the results may be under or over offset by the impact, if any, of certain market factors such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general also depend on the fact that they are designed with hindsight in mind. No representation is made that any account will, or is likely to, generate profits or losses similar to those shown.


All information, content, any opinions, research, analyzes contained on this website are provided for informational purposes only and do not constitute investment advice.


Robobroker.com is not responsible for any loss or damage, including, but not limited to, any loss of profits that may arise directly or indirectly as a result of the use of or reliance on such information.


You are solely responsible for any investment decisions you make. Such decisions should be based solely on your assessment of your financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance.


You should not rely solely on the information or opinions you read on the website. Most likely, you should use what you read as a starting point for doing your own independent research, your own independent analysis, and improving your own trading methods before putting your money at risk.


The services provided by www.Robobroker.com are the development, improvement, modification and testing of various automated trading products in accordance with the specification provided by the customer. The www.Robobroker.com provides the automated product itself, while the client is free to use the automated product for any purpose. Robobroker does not provide trading advice and does not engage anyone to conduct transactions with any financial instruments.


Please note that reviews appearing on this website may not reflect other clients or customers and are not a guarantee of future performance or success.
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            Trading robots have revolutionized the way individuals and institutions participate in financial markets. These automated systems provide numerous benefits,…
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            Continuous monitoring and maintenance are essential for the optimal performance and longevity of trading robots. Regular oversight and proactive maintenance…
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            Effective risk management is crucial when utilizing trading robots to mitigate potential losses and protect capital. By implementing robust risk management…

            Read →

        

    



    	

    


    
    
    





        
        
            

Company


Robobroker - automated solutions for trading in the stock market, forex and cryptocurrencies





Services


	Foreign stock markets
	Forex Market (Forex)
	Cryptocurrency market
	Ready solutions
	Development of trading simulators
	Options
	Futures






Contacts


JURIJA GAGARINA 231, NOVI BEOGRAD, SERBIA, 11070


+38165854808


info@robobroker.com
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